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Gdynia, 18.05.2021 
 

 
To whom it may concern, 
 
 
In reference to the official notice of May 6th, 2021 regarding operational difficulties caused by the 
construction works ordered by Polish Rail Management we regret to inform  that the modernisation 
process is constantly on going and caused the previous and current weeks huge delays  
in containers deliveries at intra-European routings.  
 
The parts of the rail roads are still completly closed, only one way track enable trains to pass both 
directions, what makes it extremly difficult for trains to departure timely from Kutno and Poznań, 
further to Frankfurt Oder and western destinations like Hamburg, Duisburg, Rotterdam and 

Antwerp. 
 
At the same time congested after Suez Canal crisis ports have huge difficulties in releasing the 
containers and locat truckers are fully booked for weeks ahead facing all the pre and on carriage 
deliveries for containers waiting in ports for weeks already. 
 
In all this difficult situation PCC Intermodal SA, despite the rutine of operating its regular trains  
on the bases of rail - full year – timetables, ordered in addition the other routings access so that 
omiting the constraction paths is possible.  
 
The closings of the rail parts has been announced by Polish Rail Management as a process.  
We have already requested PKP PLK for the official plan of all the constrauctions planned for the 

next weeks and aim to organise the logistics so that keeping the suplly chains stable  
is possible in the long term.  
 
Please note that despite all those attempts and efforts we can not guarantee any firm delivery 
dates ensuring only constant situation montoring and information flow. 
 
Our Customer Service Team will keep you informed about any delays concerning your shipments. 
We will do our utmost to arrange and carry out all transport in the fastest possible way. 
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